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These sections have since been renumbered to 54 U.S.C. 302706

Implementing regulations found in 36 CFR 800



Tribal 
Consultation 
Requirement
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WHO:    federally recognized Indian 
tribes, including native Alaskans  

WHAT:   historic properties of 
religious and cultural significance 
to tribes

WHEN:  when a project may affect 
historic properties of religious and 
cultural significance to tribes



Only the “Agency 
Official” can 
conduct 
consultation 
with tribes

• Consultation is government-to-
government, U.S. federal agency 
to sovereign Indian Nation 

• In Part 50 reviews, HUD is the 
Agency Official

• In Part 58 reviews, the 
Responsible Entity (RE) is the 
Agency Official 

• Lenders, consultants, 
applicants, etc. CANNOT 
conduct tribal consultation
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Assumption 
of review 
authority
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Some program statutes (e.g. CDBG, HOME, etc.) 
require REs to assume environmental review 
authority for projects in their jurisdictions

24 CFR Part 58 directs REs to assume responsibility 
for all aspects of environmental review, including 
Section 106 and tribal consultation

The REs (state, local, and tribal governments)  have 
assumed the role of the federal agency official in 
tribal consultation

Assumption authority for tribal consultation is 
sometimes challenged, but it is statutorily required 
for HUD programs that fall under Part 58



Tools for 
Tribal 
Consultation

Notice: Process for Tribal Consultation in 
Projects That Are Reviewed Under 24 CFR 
Part 58     (Extended to Part 50 by memo)

TDAT: Tribal Directory Assessment Tool   
Version 3.0

HP Fact Sheet #6: Guidance on 
Archeological Investigations in HUD 
Projects 

7015.15: Request for Release of Funds 
Certification



HUD NOTICE 
CPD-12-006 
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WHO to consult?

• Consultation required ON 
and OFF tribal lands

• Tribes with current or

ancestral interest

• Multiple tribes may have 
interest

• RE may invite or allow 
participation by non-
federally recognized Indian 
tribes
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TDAT - Tribal Directory Assessment Tool

https://egis.hud.gov/tdat

• Database that uses project address to identify federally 
recognized tribes with possible interest in a project

• Developed in 2010

• Expanded in 2015-16

• Contains links to tribal websites

• Information updated periodically
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https://egis.hud.gov/tdat


TDAT - Tribal Directory Assessment Tool
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TDAT - Searching By Address
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TDAT  - Searching by Address
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TDAT  - Searching by State
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TDAT  - Searching by State
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TDAT  - Searching by Tribe
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TDAT – Export to Excel
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TDAT – Print Current Page
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Feedback and Corrections
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WHAT to consult about? 

• Historic properties of religious 
and cultural significance to 
tribes  including:

• archeological sites

• burial grounds

• sacred landscapes            
or features

• ceremonial areas

• traditional cultural 
landscapes and places

• plant and animal 
communities

• structures with 
significant tribal 
association 
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“The agency official shall acknowledge that Indian tribes and 
Native Hawaiian Organizations posses special expertise in 
assessing the eligibility of historic properties that may possess 
religious and cultural significance to them.”
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WHEN to consult?

• When the project involves 
the types of activities that may 
affect historic properties of 
religious or cultural 
significance to tribes including:

• ground disturbance 
(digging)

• new construction in 
undeveloped natural areas

• introduction of incongruent 
visual, audible, or 
atmospheric changes

• work on a building with 
significant tribal association

• transfer, lease or sale of 
historic properties of 
religious and cultural 
significance       
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Consult early, before decisions are made

Native American Groups Sue to Stop Solar Projects

Feb 27, 2011 – 3:04 PM 

• BLYTHE, Calif. -- Native Americans are 

clashing with the federal government over

plans to fast-track approval and construction

of massive solar energy project that the

Indians fear will harm sacred and culturally

significant sites in Western deserts.

Recent lawsuits by two native groups pose a threat

to half dozen proposed solar developments that 
the

Obama administration has identified as a high 
priority

in its quest for more clean energy production. 
One

suit already has halted work on a major solar 
farm

in Southern California……
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Section 106 –
Step 1  
Initiate 
Consultation
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Using information from 
TDAT, write a letter to 
the tribe(s) and invite 

them to consult

• Inquire about historic properties                      

• Include project description and map

• Include previous surveys (if any)

Template letter available 

Letters to tribal leader 
and THPO

• -- if Part 50, letter is from HUD official
Letter on letterhead of 
RE, signed by RE official

Letter may be 
transmitted by email



Tribal Historic 
Preservation 

Officer  
(THPO)

• About a third of tribes have a THPO

• HUD guidance directs REs to initiate consultation 
with tribal leader and THPO on projects off tribal 
lands 

• THPO may have assumed role of SHPO on tribal 
lands and on projects that affect tribal lands
• Consult with them in lieu of SHPO
• Unless THPO or non-tribal owner of land within 

reservation boundaries or affected by project 
within reservation boundaries requests SHPO 
participation
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Letter includes:

• RE or HUD letterhead

• Project description

• Map showing location

• Photographs

• Date for response

• Information already known about cultural resources on the site

• Copy of previous surveys (if any)

• Template can be used in mail merge with Excel from TDAT
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Section 106 –
Step 1  
Initiate 
Consultation
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Response requested within 30 days of 
receipt

If tribe responds with no interest, or there is 
no response, tribal consultation is complete

Tribe asked to accept or decline consultation 
within 30 days, not to provide information 
within 30 days 

RE may invite non-federally recognized tribes                
to be consulting parties; they may also               
participate as members of the public



Section 106 – Step 2
Identify and Evaluate Historic Properties 

• Consultation meetings with tribes
• face-to-face, web, phone
• joint consultation with other tribes and consulting 

parties

• Confidentiality
• inability to share information
• protection of sensitive information

• practical means, state and federal laws
• Fees

• no fees to consulting parties for consultation
• detailed survey documentation may be eligible 

project expense similar to consultant
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Archeological 
Consultants

• Eligible project expense

• Must meet Secretary of the Interior’s 
Professional Qualification Standards  (36 CFR 
61)

• Masters degree, specialized training and 
experience in research, supervisory 
experience in field investigations

• SHPO often has list of consultants who meet  
Professional Qualifications

• SHPO often has archeological study guidelines

• THPO or Tribal member with traditional cultural 
knowledge may act as a consultant 



Section 106 –
Step 2

Identify and 
Evaluate 
Historic 

Properties 

• If parties disagree on eligibility of a site for the 
National Register, they can invite ACHP to 
consult.

• On tribal lands, if tribe and RE disagree, RE 
must obtain a formal Determination of 
Eligibility.

• Off tribal lands, tribe can ask ACHP to request 
that RE or HUD official obtain a formal 
Determination of Eligibility.



Section 106 –
Step 3

Assess Effects

Criteria of Adverse Effect

• physical destruction or damage of historic 
properties

• alteration of building or setting or use that does 
not meet Secretary of the Interior’s 
Standards

• removal of property from its historic setting

• introduction of incongruent visual, audible, or

atmospheric changes

• transfer, lease or sale of historic properties of                           

religious and cultural significance       



Section 106 – Step 4
Resolve Adverse 
Effects

• If Adverse Effect, notify Advisory 
Council and invite their 
participation in consultation

• Criteria for Council participation

• “Presents issues of concern

to Indian tribes and Native

Hawaiian organizations”

• Continue consultation to AVOID, 
MINIMIZE, OR MITIGATE
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Mitigation Measures
• Redesign project

• Data recovery through excavation

• Curation

• Signage or plaques on site

• Monitoring

• Survey

• Sensitivity mapping/ predictive model

• Oral history

• Interpretive exhibits with artifacts 

• Web archive or exhibit

• Educational programs 

• Deed restrictions for property disposals
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MOA Signatories

• Required signatories: execute, amend, 
terminate

- Tribe and THPO on tribal land

• Invited signatories: amend, terminate

• Should include any party who 
has a role in carrying out 
stipulations

• Refusal to sign does not 
affect  validity of agreement

- RE or HUD can invite Tribe and/or        

THPO  to sign 

• Concurring Parties: documents 
participation

• Refusal to sign does not 
affect  validity of agreement

- Tribe and/or THPO can be invited to 

be a Concurring Party       
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Record of Compliance 

Revised Request for Release of Funds  
(RROF) form (7015.15)

• Old form required certification of 
compliance with all relevant 
environmental laws and regulations   

• Revision added certification of 
compliance with Section 106 
process including consultation with 
SHPO and Indian tribes 

• Ties consultation to approval of 
release of funds
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Discoveries during construction

If discovery includes human remains, respectfully cover over and secure the remains, and 
notify same parties plus local law enforcement officials

Follow ACHP “Policy Statement Regarding Treatment of Burial Sites,                
Human Remains, and Funerary Objects”

If historic properties are discovered during construction, stop construction and notify tribes, 
THPO, and SHPO within 48 hours, and reenter consultation                                    

Site visit recommended to resolve potential adverse effects



“Policy Statement Regarding Treatment of Burial 
Sites, Human Remains, and Funerary Objects”

• http://www.achp.gov/docs/hrpolicy0207.pdf

• Prescribes a consultation process, not an outcome

• Priority to leave burials undisturbed in place

• Develop and implement treatment plan in 
consultation with lineal descendants or descendant 
communities, which may include tribes 
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Quick Quiz True or False ?

I don’t need to consult with a tribe because:

• That tribe doesn’t live here now

• We consulted with the SHPO on archeology

• I don’t  even know what tribes might be interested

• My consultant is doing it

•
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Resources

• Search for “HUD Historic Preservation”

• https://www.hudexchange.info/environmental-review/historic-
preservation/

• WISER        
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https://www.hudexchange.info/environmental-review/historic-preservation/

